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I 
Glimm’s scheme is a main tool for studying hyperbolic conservation 
laws. It has been shown that in order for Glimm’s difference 
approximations to approach the generalized solution, the random sequence 
a = {a,} should be equidistributed in the interval ( - 1, 1) [ 1, 21. However, 
in the standard application for Glimm’s scheme, the compactness is 
established for all sequences and not only for the equidistributed ones. This 
is a source of essential difficulties for the standard application for Glimm’s 
scheme. 
In this paper, we only consider the Glimm’s schemes generated by 
equidistributed sequences. We expect that this is the proper application for 
Glimm’s scheme. 
Consider the initial value problem for isentropic gas dynamics equations 
in Lagrangian coordinates 
v, -u, = 0, u, +Av), = 0, C-Q a)x co, a), (El 
(4% Oh 4% 0)) = (%(X), vdx)) (-a, a)), (1) 
where the pressure p =p(u) > 0 is a C* function of the specific volume v > 0 
and u is the velocity of the gas. We assume that p’(u) ~0, p”(u) >O, 
lim, j 3c p(u) = 0, and 
j-,mJv)du<co. ((3 
Condition (C), which is dictated by physics, is a source of essential dif- 
ficulties in the mathematical treatment of this problem. For instance, it is 
well known that vacuum may occur, that is, v may be infinite, in a solution 
of the Riemann problem consisting of rarefaction waves. 
Our main purpose is to show that the flow and their Glimm’s difference 
approximations contain no vacuum, if they consist of rarefaction waves 
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and the initial data are Lipschitz continuous. Here we assume that the 
Glimm’s schemes are generated by an equidistributed sequence with suf- 
ficiently small mesh lengths. 
It is well known that a necessary condition for the existence of a global 
bounded continuous solution is 
r&1 1 G rohh JO(Xl) 6 %d%)? Xl <x2, (Ml 
where r and s are the Riemann invariants, 
and To(x) = r(q,(x), v,(x)), so(x) - s(u,,(x), Qx)) (see [3,4]). On the other 
hand, it has also been shown (see [47]) that, conversely, when (M) holds, 
a continuous global solution of (E), (I) exists, provided 
{(r,S)Ir0(-a3)fr~r0(CO),Sg(-CO)~SdSg(CO)}C~ W) 
where a = {(r, S) I r-s < 2 s;” Ja du}. The condition (V) assures that 
the solution obtained is globally bounded, i.e., strictly away from vacuum. 
When (V) fails, the methods that have been used so far are not necessarily 
effective. For instance, if one attempts to solve (E), (I) using Glimm’s 
scheme, he may end up with a difference approximation in which vacuum 
appears. However, condition (V) is not necessarily ‘ustified by physics. 
For example, suppose p(u) = 1/8u-*, then j? J- -p’(u) du = 1, ~-2 =
{(r, S) I r -s < 2). We consider the initial values 
u()(x) = 1 \ 
/ 
1 +E, as x>l+&, 
(I’) 
&Ax) = 4 as 1x1 6 1 +E, -(l +E), as xf< -(l +E). 1 
The initial data just violate slightly condition (V). We now briefly discuss 
Glimm’s difference scheme for this case (see [ 1, 2, 81). We select as our 
mesh length h = f = l/n, n = 1,2,..., in the x and t directions, respectively, 
(note: h/l = 1 > da = A(u), f or u 2 1). We now construct a Glimm’s 
difference solution (u,(x, t), u,(x, t)) corresponding to the sequence a = 
(0, O,...), which yields mesh points umn = (mh, nl). It is easy to see that 
vacuum appears in the difference solution after n steps in t direction, i.e., 
u,(O, 1) = co. However, the solution of the initial value problem (E), (I’) 
does not contain vacuum for any E > 0. Even for E = cx), i.e., 
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the solution of the initial value problem (E), (I”) is u(x, t) = t + 1, 
U(X, t) = x. There is no vacuum. What is the problem? The sequence 
a = (0, O,...) is not equidistributed. Condition (V) is necessary in order to 
establish a uniform bound on all difference solutions of Glimm’s scheme. 
II 
Consider the initial value problem (E), (I). Following [2], we now 
describe briefly Glimm’s scheme. Let I and h be the mesh lengths in the x 
and t direction respectively, where the ratio 6 = l/h satisfies the 
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition: 6 = l/h 2 max A(u) for all v under con- 
sideration. The approximate solution (u,(x, t, a), uh(x, t, a)) is constructed 
inductively according to a prechosen sequence a = {a,}, - 1 < a, < 1, in the 
following way. Set (u,(x, 0, a), uA(x, 0, a)) = (u,(kl), u,(kl)), k even, for 
(k - 1) 1 <x < (k + 1) 1. Suppose that (u,(x, t, a), u,(x, t, a)) is defined on 
0 < t < nh, then we set 
(u/,(x, nh, ~1, u/ix, nh, a)) 
=z+,((k+u,)I-o,nh-o),u,((k+u,)l-o,nh-o)), 
(k-l)f<x<(k+l)Z, 
for any k = 0, f 1, +2 ,..., with k + n even, thus (u,(x, kh, a), UJX, kh, a)) is 
a step function of x with possible discontinuity at ((k + 1) 1, nh), n + k even. 
We then define (u,(x, t, a), uh(x, t, a)), nh < t < (n + 1) h, by resolving these 
discontinuities, so that in the zone nh < t < (n + 1) h, the approximate 
solution is exact and consists of elementary waves issued from 
((k + 1 I, nh), n + k even. Here we now solve each Riemann problem and it 
is sufficient o extend the solution forward by one time step, because of the 
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition. The scheme pieces together solutions 
of Riemann problems to obtain an approximate solution 
(u,(x, t, a), u,(x, t, a)) for a general class of data. 
DEFINITION. We say a sequence a = {a,} is uniformly equistributed on 
the interval (- 1, l), if for each E > 0, there is a N(E) > 0, such that, as 
n > N(E), 
holds for any integer j > 0 and any subinterval Z in the interval ( - 1, 1 ), 
where B(j, n, I) denotes the number of m, j < m <j + n - 1, with a, E Z, and 
p(Z) is the length of I. The integer N(E) ~0 only depends on E, but is 
independent ofj and I. 
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THEOREM. Let u,(x), uO(x) be bounded, 0 -CU.+ < uO(x) 6 VO, Lipschitz 
continuous, and satisfy 
i.e., 
I@(hlb2)) - @(%(Xl))l G u&z) - uo(x,), Xl 6x2, 04,) 
rO(xl 16 r&2), s&1 1 G dX2)> Xl <x2 W2) 
where Q(v) E j;’ ,lr--p’o dx. Suppose that the random sequence is untformly 
equidistributed on the interval ( - 1, 1). For given T > 0, if the mesh lengths 
h > 0 are sufficiently small, the ratio 6 z l/h > A,, A* = dm, 6 is a 
constant, then the Glimm’s approximate solutions (uJx, t, a), u,(x, t, a)) of 
(E), (I) are unzformly bounded with respect to h in the zone 
(-a, 00)x CO, T). 
First of all, we prove the following lemma. Denote f p) - f,(kl, nh, a), 
heref=u,v,r,s, n+k=even. 
LEMMA. Suppose that the initial data (I) satisfy the condition (M). For 
given integer n 2 0, if 
O<rpJ2-rp)<b, Ods~~!,-Q’db, 
holds for all k, k + n = even, then 
0 < t-p,+,’ ) - ran,’ ) < 6, (1) 
Ods~,f,“-sp+,‘)<b, (2) 
@ n+,d@,+bP (3) 
where Qn E sup, @$‘), @p) s 4(rp) - sp)).’ 
Proof Without loss in generality, we assume a,, E [0, 1). Let w(“) > 0 
satisfy a, = J”- h/l. 
’ Obviously, @r’ = @(I$“), if and only if @:“I < @( CK ), 
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According to condition (M), the Glimm’s difference solution consists of 
rarefaction waves. Denote 
(r~~~,S~~,)=(r((k+1)1,(n+l)h-O),.~((k+1)f,(n+1)h-0)), 
n+k=even. 
Obviously, $‘i , = rp? 2, sk + , - sk cn) (“J. Recalling the construction of Glimm’s 
scheme. 
We now prove (2) only for the most complicated case. Suppose that 
Jm hll6 arr <,/m h/l (4,) 
i.e., 
(42) 
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Recalling the construction of Glimm’s scheme, from (4), 
‘k-1 
(n + 1) = SC”) 
k-1 =$?2, ‘k+l 
(n + 1 I = s(“) 
k+2, 
then 
sk+l 
(n + 1) _ .Q_‘,‘) = Qi 2 _ s(“l 
k-2’ 
Combining (5) and (6), we get (2). 
We now prove (3). According to (42) 
qy,‘) < @py, = grp;, - SF; 1) = grpi 2 - sp’), 
(6) 
then 
Hence 
holds for all k, k + n = even. Consequently we get (3). Q.E.D. 
Proof of the Theorem. For given 0 <E < a, choose sufficiently large 
natural numbers N, M, 
N> NE,), where E, s &l@‘( V,, + 2LT), (7) 
ET> max 4C, 
Q’(u) + @‘( V, + 2LT) 
v~~~~&LT,z @(V+2LT)-Q(v) ’ 
(8,) 
where 
c_~‘(V,)+~‘(V,+2LT)/[~‘(V,+2LT)12 y <~m;~+2L~[-@“(u)], 0. . 
(82) 
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L is a Lipschitz constant of TV and Q(X), N(E,) is defined in Definition 1. 
Let z=T/M, h=r/N=T/MN, &,=~-p’o=@‘(V,), Io-(-&Sp’, 
&6-l). From (D), 
O<N,d3(0,N,Zo)dN(Ao6-‘+~). 
We now prove that 
(9) 
here V, = sup 0 G f < Nh uh(x, 6 a). 
In fact, the Glimm’s approximation under consideration consists of 
rarefaction waves. i?h(n, a) = sup oG t<nh u,(x, f, a) is nondecreasing with 
respect o n. It is strictly increasing, if and only if there is an interaction of 
rarefaction waves. Notice that @,, = @( ~,JH, a)), 0 < rip: Z - rip) E 
r,((k+2)1)-r,((k)I) d 2L1, Ods Ip1 z - sip) < 2Ll, k even. Accordingly to 
the lemma, we get 
od@i,,-@j<Ll (O<j,j+ 1 <N) (11) 
In order to estimate the upper bound of V, E supoG ,< Nh V,(x, t, a), 
without loss of generality, we may assume vh > Vo. Consequently, if there is 
an interaction of rarefaction waves at t=kh, then a,e&- 
( -lo6-‘, &-I), k= 1, 2 ,.... Recalling the definition of N, = B(0, N, I,), 
from (1 l), we can get (10). 
Combining (7) (8) (9), and (lo), 
0 6 @(VI) - @(V,) 6 L/N6 I[@‘( V,) + E@‘( V, + 2LT) 3 
= LT/M[@‘( Vo) + E@‘( V. + 2LT)] 
6 @(V, + 2LT) - @( V,). 
Since Q’(v) = J’x > 0, then 
V,d I’,< V,+2LT. 
Moreover, 
(12) 
@(vl)-@(vo)3(vl- VO)@‘(Vl) (13) 
>, (V, - V,) @‘(V, + 2LT). (14) 
Substituting (13) into (12) we get 
OQ VI-- v,<g @‘( Vo) 
M @‘(Vo+2LT)+’ . > 
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Hence, 
o~~‘(v~)-~‘(v,)=(v~-v~)[-~~(u)1, 
<kT @‘( Vo) 
’ A4 @‘(v+2LT)+’ 
max c - @“(U)l, 
Vo<v< V,,+2LT 
where V, < fI < V,. Notice 0 < E < + and (8), then 
o<@‘(v”)-l<~ @‘(Vd+@‘(V,,+2LT) 
3q-g ‘A4 @‘( VO + 2LT)* 1 max c-@“to)1 Vo<v< Vc,+2LT 
LTC =-. 
A4 
(15) 
From (12), (13), and (15), 
o<v -,r <E -. I O’ M 
@“(VO~+~@“(VO+~LT) 
@(V,) @‘(VI) 1 
LTC 
1+-j-+& 
> 
Since 0 < E < b, M > 4LTC, then 
0~ v,- Vo~LT/A4(1 +$++)<3LT/2 
I’, < V, < V. + 3/2LT. 
Hence, from (8), 
LT @(Vo+2LT)-@(VI) 
%%‘(V,)+@‘(Vo+2LT) 
Because the sequence a E {a,} is equidistributed, we get, similarly, 
v, = sup u,(x, t, a), 
&N 
k = 1, 2 ,..., M, 
A/( = Jm = @‘( Vk), 
I,- (-1,6-1, /l/p), 
o~N,-B((k-l)N,N,I,_,)QN(I,~,6-‘+E,), 
o<@(v,)-@(v,p,)<N,L1 
+@‘(V, m,)+cD’(VO+2LT)] 
<@(V,+2LT)-@(V,p,), 
(lo), 
(12)/c 
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,<@‘(v,-I)- 1 <LTC 
’ @‘(Vk) ‘M’ 
(15)k 
(16)/c 
V, d V, d V0 + 312 L T, 
LT, @(vo+2LT)-@(V,) 
M’@‘(V,)+@‘(V,+2LT)’ 
k = l,..., N, where Vk-supO~,~kNh~h(~, t,a). Adding (16) from k=l to 
k=M, we get 
06 V,,,- V,<LT(l +LTC/M+&). (17) 
So uh(x, t, a) is uniformly bounded with respect to h in the zone 
(-co, co) x [0, T). And the uniform boundedness for u,(x, t, a) is easy to 
prove. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If initial data (I) satisfy the conditions qf the theorem, then 
there is a Lipschitz continuous solution (u(x, t), u(x, t)) of the initial value 
problem (E), (I), and 
I’, < sup v(x, t) < V, + LT. 
O<I<T 
(18) 
ProoJ: According to the theorem, it is easy to prove that the set of 
Glimm’s approximations is compact. Following [2], one can prove that 
the limit function is a Lipschitz continuous solution of (E), (I); (18) can be 
obtained from (17). 
Note 1. The author obtained the corollary by polygonal approxi- 
mation [9] in [lo]. 
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Note 2. The equality of (18) holds for the initial function 
(u,(x), uO(x)) = (uO + Lx, u,), where L > 0, uO, o0 > 0 are constants. 
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